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Danger The Game 

The world is a dangerous place and it's up to you to rescue those in need. 

New storytelling party card game from Origami Whale LLC launched on Amazon on 

October 22, 2018. 

Our newsletter releases only once a month and includes four exclusive new cards to 

print and add to your game every letter! 

About Us: 

We are Origami Whale.  Our journey began with a simple goal: to create.  Over the past 

few years, that spark has developed and refined into our first project, Danger The 

Game.  As we look to the future, we are excited to bring out even more unique 

experiences for everyone to enjoy.  Join us as we unfold the fun. 

About The Game: 

Danger The Game is $25 on amazon and comes complete 

with 270 total cards: 70 Dangers, 70 Skills, 70 Tools, and 60 

Plot Twists.  In each deck there are 6 fill in the blank cards to 

craft your own creative rescues.  A tri-folded rulesheet and 

your very own origami whale are included in every copy! 

Disappointed fathers, depressed giant squids, dynamite on 

train tracks... You could be in danger no matter where you 

are.  But now with the Danger The Game: Danger 

Preparation Kit, you can learn every dangerous situation the 

world has in store!  Just gather two or more willing 

individuals, decide who the first Victim is, and use your 

various skills and tools to create the perfect rescue plan.  Just 

watch out for those spontaneous twists of fate caused by plot 

twist cards!  With enough practice and a few friends, you too 

can learn to live a safer, healthier life.* 

*It is unlikely this kit will provide the appropriate knowledge required to live a safer, 

healthier life.  We are not responsible for any death, dismemberment, or paper cuts due 

to improper use. 

Every round has a Victim that draws and displays a danger card that the other players 

will be rescuing them from.  The Victim acts as the judge for the round while everyone 

else forms a rescue plan based on their one skill and one tool, chosen from their hands. 

Danger The Game 



Once all players have decided on their cards the person to the left of the Victim goes 

first.  At any point during someone’s rescue plan another player can play plot twist cards 

to modify the skill, tool, or danger currently being used, forcing the rescuer to think on 

their feet.  After everyone has had a turn the Victim awards the current danger to the 

person who had the best rescue plan.  The next Victim is to the left of the previous, first 

to win three dangers wins the game. 

You can embellish the cards to really twist and mold them to fit your rescues!  

"Able to transform into a rock" could mean 'The Rock', or "Perfect accuracy with 

anything that is thrown" could entail 'hurling' incredibly accurate insults at people, or 

even a 'fishy' "Epic Bass Drop"! 

The Victim has the same ability to embellish and even add stipulations to the dangers. 

“Being hugged by a depressed giant squid” that you just met the other day and didn’t 

realize was going to be so clingy, you want out but don’t want to kill the squid, because 

you’d feel bad.  Now all the rescuers have to save you without killing that squid. 

Number of Players: 3+ (with 5+ we recommend only playing to 2 dangers to win) 

Time Required: 30 min 

Recommended Ages: 12+ 

Danger The Game: Bizarre Storytelling Party Game 

Danger The Game: A Storytelling Rescue Party Game 

Origami Whale website: origamiwhalegames.com 

Facebook: facebook.com/DangerTheGame 

Instagram: instagram.com/DangerTheGame 

Amazon: amazon.com/DangerTheGame 

Rulesheet: origamiwhalegames.com/Rulesheet 

Example Play Video: youtube.com/DangerTheGameExamplePlay 

(We recommend to watch the Example Play Video to get a feel for the game) 

Cow Chop’s Gameplay Video: https://youtu.be/NbZXb7ouzHs 

Danger Art Gallery: origamiwhalegames.com/Gallery 
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